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TRE RH FACTOR IN OBSTETRICS
-----Introduction
In nresenting this thesis a two fold uu:rpose will be under
tal-en.

A chronologie-al, sequential review of -the med1eal lit

erature on this subject to date will be nresented, coincident

with Which will be introduced a series of personally observed
cases with definite relation to the Rh Factor.

Subsequently,

conclusions will be drawn in regard to the topic under di.scussio·n.
The clinical material which will be presented in this

naner is used with the �e:rmission of Dr. Leon

s.

McOo◊gan

of Om.aha, from whose nrivate practice these cases have been
studied.

May I express my deep appreciation to

the use

or

Dr. McGoogan for

these cases, and for his timely suggestions and

advice in the construction of this nresentation.

History and Develonmei t
At the turn of the nresent century Landsteiner 46 'Present
ed .his discovery of t-ne ABO blood grouJ;>s.

However, at this

time there was no definite evidence offered concerning genetic
canabil.-ities of these groups, nor was any definite idea formu

lated as to possible antibody formation to these grou�s.

Very shortly after l.;andsteiner' s work, Von Dungern a,. d
H1rschfeld 40 originated t·he first syff�emmatic studies on sero
logical properties of human bloed.

Thus ., in 1910 they were able

to demonstrate that the A and B groups were supposedly inheri

ted as dominant factors, and that isoa�glutinins were to be frund

in connection with these groups.

Several years before the discovery of the Rh Factor,

many theories were nronosed concerning anti�-antib�dy re
actions as the cause of some deaths or the newborn._85 but
none were accepted due to lack o� �roof. Even as- early as
1953 Parsons, HaWksley, and Gittons 19 reviewed several

cases in which the newborn presented anemia: or ieterus gra
vi.s or hydToJ1s or these manifestations in some oombin-ation.

They concluded that there must be a hemolytic nrocess or
some type at work but were unable to identify it.

The years to :follow were destined to shed brighter

light on this controversial suoject for in 1939 Levine and

Stetson SO reuorted a case of an unusual agglutinin in a

mother's serum who had shortly before deliverea a baby with

definite signs of Erythroblastosis Foetalis.
no det_inite etio"l.o r •iea).. factor was discerned.

Still, however,

Cer-tai·• serological nron.erties were definitely demon

strable PY' this t·; ''P, sue' � s t'· e ABO blootl groups and their
3
subgroups M and N .- In H�3'i Landsteiner and Weiner 4 had

been working with the ?iJN subg:rOl;lps and aroused new trends

of thought when they :round an unusual " M-lik:e aggl,,itinin".
Still no imnortanoe eould be attached based solely unon

the fhding of a single agglutinin vt th no 81':PU�nt harm

f"Ul effects, even though they felt it was related to im'!)or
tant serological uroblems. Then in 1939 52 while working

with their " M-like agglutinin " they found they had nroduced
a rather �n!oue diagnostic serum.

-

-

They had been injecting

�ntraperiton�ally
- 1-nto guinea nigs and rabbits washed red
.

blood cell su3nensions of the Ma.cacus Rhesus monkey.

This

was re�eated after five days and one week later the animals

were bled and the cellular elements senerated from the fluid.
The fluid was then used as their diagnostic serum, after
all A and B antigens w�re absorbed.

They -r-ound that their

" M-like agglutinin " was no longer like the M factor, but
was an entirely new individual uroperty. l9, 3 e , 57

Soon they came into nossession of several blood sa.mpl-es

of uatients who had e:x:perienced nost-transf'usion hemolysis.

They found that there were special agglutinins -oresent in

the sera and th�t the blood cells laclced the specific factor
for which they were testing.
-2-

SU.bsequently, in ;fanua,ry. of- 1940, they nrese:p.t-ed to the
m-edical world their new -d:t-scovery, th-e Rh Factor, a new
serolog'ical pro-pe_rty. 26, 84 They presented nroof of its
1m1;,ortanee, for the aggiutinin which had been in questien,

un-1-ike H and N, was endowed with the capacity to stimulate

antibody formation �or the sera with which they experimented
containefl anti-.Bh fac"tor.

Thus, definite nroof w as at hand

that this new �actor was very 11!'11)ortant in �lo-0d trans:t"Usion
reactj:ons in obstetriea.1 n-atients.

Further, they observed an

,:nusually higa ineiden-0e o:f stillborn babies and

miscar-nages in. women wllo w ere foU:nd to lack this Bh factor

nn-d who had had t-'ransfus1on -r-eactions.

It was later found

that these cases had b£ten given tlie correct blood group in

their ttens,tu:sion, but th�t Rh positive cells had been used.
ln c�ttT!:ng their inves�i��ation further Landsteiner
and Weiner 26, 84 observed 'that e:_ighty-five ner .cent of the
general white :popUlation

or New

Yorl· City carri-ed the Rh

Factor ,,nc� were said to be Rh vositive.

ffie remaini�g

fitteen ner cent lacked the factor and were te�i ,-�,, Rh
n�gat2, e.

L! ter observations by these

we wor'�ers s' m·· t

·�ere is a racial difference in the Rh Factor.
hr-it

One_hundre'd

tl�:l,rteen negroes were examined so that 1 t w.as observed

only nine were Rh negative, the rest Rh positive.

Landsteiner et al in 1942 survey� a groun of American

Indians and found that only, eight-tenths of one �er cent
were Rh negative, the remainder Rh positive. 66 Hoare 30

observed a grouI) of. white individual-s ,-,nd found fif"-t-een
and four..;.tenths ner cent Rh ne_gati ve.

Weiner, in 1943,

observed that thirteen and nin-e-tentbs ner cent of the wnite
A
16
:ponu_
- 1a t·ion are Rh nega t 1ve. Levine 14 r:i:f'tllered ,, �-:r:outs of· reports in 1944 and stated

that fifteen ner cent of the white uopu1�tion is Rh n�gative,
one -er cent of Chinese are Rh negative, five tt>- �i-ght per

cent of the colored �opulation are Rh negative, and one and

t11irty-f'ou:r hundre'aths ·"")er cent of J"a.p�nese are Rh negative • .

i1,1rray• s observations reveal an incidence of twe1.ve and.

rive-tenths ,,er cent Rh negative �ypes in white peo-ple. 20
Snyder 68 has sta-ted that thirteen per cent of' the .general
A s-_µ_rvey of a small group of
Puerto Ricans in l-945 by Forregrossa 4 Indicates only ten

population is Rh negative.

and six one�hundredths �er cent Rh negative t.Yl:}es.
Weiner et al 56 have observed that Asiatics have an

incidence of seven and one-tenths ner cent Rh negative

neop·le, white 1nd1'V1.duals show twelve and ni ne-tenths 'Per

cent Rh negati ve, negroes show ei ght and one-tenth per cent,
and Chinese have one a�d five-ten�hs pe.r cent Rh �egative
types.

A small portion or the �opulation of India have been
observed by Grev-al et al 8 an-d. Banganathan et al 9 who

revealed resuect1vely that seven and eight-tenths ner cent
-nd four and one-tenth �er cent are Rh negative.

From June 1, 1945 to January 11, 1947 one -thousand
-4-

and sixty obstet;rleal 'Patients were ob,_:se:rved fit our serle-s
with raference te the Rh Factor.

We �ound that one-hnndred

thirty o-r these women were Rh negative or twelve and two

tenths "'ler cent.

The ent1re g_rqup- o'f -oatients -0ons-ide-xe.d

in -this nercen��e were white 1}0P-Ul:at}on.

Du-J;'ing the year 1941 many a.dve.nces wer-e tna.-de on.. the Rb.

Factor.

VaiiY: uaners were !Presented attemoting to censure

t·he Rh Factor as the cause ot Jrythrobla.stosis Foetalis. 85

Levine and Landsteiner

42

had nroved by researoh that there

are ;nany aggluti_nable f--actors in human� sera, but no nat.ure,l.
60
agglutinins existed. Still., in 1:941, tevine
and others 25

were able to establish the importane·e of- the Rh Faoto:r to

Dregq-imey, as well as to nresent �rther evidence of its
relation to. ;t:U.erapj by transfusion oi' whole blood.

.They

:felt that. isoimm.unization was be�g carried out, that is,

the immunized individual �nd the antigenic sul?.stanc-e are
of the same species.

They stated that " isoillll!lunization

may be carried out either by transfusion or by -p-*�gn:aney�.
Weiner. 28 a:lso ·stated in 19_41 of the inro..ortance of the
Rh Factor in pregnancy as wel1 as in transfusions.

�e,

too, felt that isoimmunization was the nrocess involved.

Next came -the development of better -die.gnostic s_era.
It was observed by Landsteiner and Weiner 61 that the guinea

�ig or rabbit sera corres�onded �n testing for Rh to se�a

fPOm mothers who had given birth to a -0hild or'ohildren with

Erythroblastosis Foetalis.

One-hundred fifty nine bloods

-5-

tested at this time gave corres-ponding reactions.

Thus,

it was felt that the latter type serum would be better for
diagnqstic purposes,. for in a group of ten su�nosedly im-

munized guinea pigs only- an average of two were ever sen

sitized to the necessary degree to produce good 41agnostic
67
serum.

Still later 1t was related by Race and Taylor, working

at the University of Cambridge in EngJa nd,

80

that. the Rh

Factor is inherited as a dominant factor, that it is inde

pend�nt of sex, is present at �irth and does not change,

and is independant of other bl6od groups in its distribution.
A point of interest is seen b.y reviewing the history

of Mrs. L.B.B., para two, gravida one, Rh negative, whose

husband is Rh positive, who delivered. twins of a full term
uregnanoy.

They were not identioal twins, one a maie, the

other female; they were both Rh negative, howe.ver.

The

father in this case was heterozygous Rh nositive.
Karlher 5 has described a case o-r an Rh negative mother

with a heterozygous Rh nositive father, in which double
ovum twins were born.

other Rh negative.

On� �roved to be Rh positive, the

A series of naners in 1941 and 1942 22 nroved in summary

that ninety per cent of mothers having Erythroblastotic

babies were Rh negative, the baby and the father being Rh

nositive.

The remaining ten ner cent were difficult to

account tor except on the basis of A and B group reactlons,
-6-

An @..ntibo_q.y to the M
factor was, and still is, deci-dedly a. curiousity. 80 But
and oecasio.na,ll-y a gro�p -0 react-ion.

even these grouns c�pable ot' isointtm,inizati,on did not
account for the entire remaining ten ner cent mentioned
above.

Consequently, in late 1941 Levine 73 presented a case

or Erythroblastosis where the mother was Rh nositive, the
father and new baby Rh negative.

The serum o� the mother

contained antibodi-&S that were difficult to demonstrate

Levine, however,

and thus made a genetic study i--mposs-ible.

decided tllat this antibody should be termed anti-Hr, since

the conditions for the stimulation of the antibody are re
versed to that

or

the Rh Factor.

Ra:ce·and Taylor claimed to have identified another
serum., :fela:ted to Rh, in 1943. so 1.Ihey called their inno

vati�n the St Factor after the surname of the llatient from

which it was obtained.

In this case, the mother ,ms Rh

positive, the father and baby Rh negative.

Considerable controversy was wrought between the

English and -Americans concerning the anti-Hr and anti-St

sera.

The fol'lller group claimed an entirely new antibody

ha d been isolated, while t.he .Americans asserted the two

sera were the same and tha t error had been committed by
the British in their nrocedures. 7o, 73 , so

To oompl1cate the problem, Weiner SO also came into

nossession of an anti-Hr t'Yl)e of serum.
-?-

He �tated that

all the anti-Hr·types of a ntibodies and sera were low
in potency. l? He was sharply contradicted by Levine 17

who said that Weiner reached his conclusions on a stAtis

tical basis rather than actual genetic research.

He also

presented proof of several very notent an�i-Hr sera.

Le

vine further stated that "Weiner did not care to include

the Hr Factor as a .related branch to the Rh blood groups

f'or it did not fit into his theory and scheme of heredity".
Even though this was as late as 1945 Levine felt that no
f'inal genetic theory could be accented due to the fluid

status of the subject.
Race and Taylor 17 claimed their St serum ·was more
potent than Le-vine's Hr serum. The St type reacted BO
with all Rh negative bloods, and with heterozygous Rh

�ositive ty:pes but not with� homozygous Rh positive.

Also it was stated that even though the t.ype Rh1Rb.2 is
genetically heterozygous, clinically it is homozygous,
but will react with anti-Hr serum.

The Rh. 1 Rh 1 type will

not reaet in this manner even thottgh it is a more common

type in genetic occuranoe. At the same time this group
of pioneers 80 stated that in the ten per cent of cases

where Erythroblastosis o-ecurs and the mother is not Rh

negative but is positive, several factors may be involved
such as the ABO groups, and Hr or St Factors.

-8-

Heredity filill. Genetics
It is readily comnrehensible from the material nre
sented so far that the development of the Rh Factor has

traveled

a

stormy but ranid sequence, for with each new

edition of literature one can see additional concepts

being added.

As with the history of $his subject, the terminology,

as well as tne hered'1tary and genetic asnects, 1s also
in a somewhat interrogated status at present.

The ori.gi:n_�l terminology nr-esented by Landst'einer and
Weiner 82, 84 was simnly Rh nositive, cauital Rh being the

nositive represen�ation, and Rh'negative, with rh being
the representation liere.

It soon became evident that

additional nomenclature was necessary, for many types of

Rh nositive individuals were found. Subsequently, Landstein.:..
er 84 nroposed tne theory that three general types of Rh

positive individuals were e:x:istant and that the remaining
ty-pes were combinations :from these.

The first three eg

glntinins named were anti-Rh, anti-Rh1, and anti-Rh and
2
are what is now known as the eighty-five -oer <?ent, seventy
ner cent, and thirty-five ner cent diagnostic sera.

Five

varieties of agglutinogens or genotynes were then known

to be existent and from these Landsteiner stated of eight

dif't'erent Rh types, including Rh negative.

A. six allelic

gene theory was then proposed and evidence introduced to
sunport it.

The eight knovm types at this time were then;
-9-

rh, Rh, Rh1 , Rh2, Rh'0 , Rh" , Rh' Rh" , Rh' Rh".
0
0
0
Later this terminology was changed by Weiner 15, 39 •
Rh became Rh0 , Rh 1 became Rh', and :ah bec81lle Rh".
2

Rh.1
and Rh. were retained however, to represent the previous
2
Rh' 0 and Rh"0, resnectively, in the renovated nomenclature.
l.ow the terms for the eight Rh tY'l)es were: Rb.0 , Rh', Rh",
Rhl, Rh2, Rh' Rh", Rh1 Rb.2 and rh.

Ea.ch investigator in the field felt that a more simpli

fied terminology was needed and cons�quently several modes
of Rh language have been proposed.

Since it was thought by most of the research
men in
'

the field that a Mendelian �attern of inheritance was

follo�ed, most of the nomenclature is based on genetic

ilany complete family studies were -oerr-onned which
uroved that Mendel's law holds true. ?l, 79 , 82 , 83 , 84
Weiner 15, in 1944, postulated that six genes we�e to
aspects.

be found, and that these might noss_ib1y present combina
tions.

Re termed the genes similar to Landsteiner's work

ing nomenc].ature.

It was further stated that twenty-one

gen otypes were possible, the genotype being the individual
hereditary �actor, one arising from eaeh parent.

In 1944 , Fisher ?g pr-0n�sed a very logical, �hough

somevmat confusing, terminology based on the fact that

there must be a senerate set of genes in the chromosome
for the Rh Factor.

His theory was based on what findings

had nreviously been made and upon the antithetical reactions
-10-

of' the seve nty and eig��y-rive per ce nt sera, Dlns 'What

he nronosed wo uld be obsei-ved in the future.

A three

locri allelomJ}i-phic- gene ts sutmosedly nresent, the narts

being named C, D, and E ror the Rh �ositive tY'!'>es, and c,
·d, and e for the negative groups.

These terms were used to

identif'y t-he narts of the gene which are stated by Fisher -to
be antigens rather than genes •

.Althougb Lftndsteiner' s

terms are conveniently snoken of as genes, actuallY they
are antigens, 79 an·a nrobably eaeh term ::represents a short
strin of ehromosome invol�ing tb.Tee loci, there bei,n.g two

alleles at each locus.

Gree.k letters were used by the

British invest1�ator to indentify the &nti-bodies or

anti-sera.

Based on the incidence of certain reactions of

the Eh, Fisher c:taims that three modes of inner--itance m.i-ght
be nossible: one, the gene-rally accented menner or

apposition of .the chromosomes, two, a singie cross:!� over
of the chrornoso:rn.es, and three, a double crossing o-r th�
chromosomes.

He st-ates that if- .the elementary an:tigens

c, d, and e are senerable and a rare crossing over of the
-genes does occur, it would aecnunt 1"6r- some 0-f -the rarer

.types ot Rh whieh seem: to be mairitaine:fl, at least ln the
British nouul£tion. E�idence was also nresented Which
testifies that the C-c locus ot the gene lies between th·e
D and "E loci or at .least is a sm.all inversion or
deletion b et!Ween
- the t-wo. 79
Reeently Race et al l-0' '7? '1:,ve f"o.un<l. -the here:..to-t'6re
-11-

missing Rh antibody which bears out the theory -postulated by
Fisher.

Never-the-less his terminology is still s-0mewhat :

ambiguous and disconcer ting, esuecial"ly to the casual

reader.

December of 1944 brougtt still another change �n nonen-

clattll''e by 4\irray. ?l

He states ths_t all foregoing terms

have been verbiage and confusing, and that i,1s .Rh language
is very simnle.

It is �uggested that the reactions or the

red blood cells be _exnressed in terms of the sera with which
they react.

here are f'our 1.::no1,vn standard antisera terme�

anti-Rh', anti-"Rb.", standard or anti-Rh O, and an tiSt or

Hr.

There are sunDoseCTly two unl:::novm antisera and their

reactions are nredicted by Murray.
sera be numbered
With

rrom

one to six.

He reco:m.mends that these

When certain cells react

seru..m, the number of _that serum become-s part of the

term atJpli'e d. For e:x:amule, if. Gertain cells
such as R'h1 are tested, they would be found to react with
seras one and three (and five?). Thus, the terrn Rb.135• It
has been snown and nredicted t-hat each or the '::no\ffl. Rh

?l
types wil1· react different ly to ee.ch of the six sera.

ro uresent the correlation of the various terminologies
8nd to show the incidence of eacl· type, ?9 a chart is the most
sim'!'>il.e aul)roaeh.
the

( see figure I)

A general sco-pe of the :more recent liter ature nublished in
nited States shows that the nomenclature most commonly

used is that of Landsteiner, at least basically.
-12-

This has

been modified and simplified by Weiner et al 3 in 1946 for
the recor!imendation is to dron the "h" from "Rh" and refer

Landsteiner
1e:i,.n�r

Fisher et

l:lhl

al

CdE

:mrray

Inei�enee
.:5 .-_

Rh 135

.r-.�-.;

Rh 456

l-t.18

3'5.l?

rh

cde

-:'.?h

cDE

Rh 234

12.19

Rho
Rh"

cdE

Rh 545

2.48

cDe

Rh 246

Cde

Rh 1.56

0.65

Rh 123

35.59

- 2

Rh'

Rh1Rh
2
Rh I Rh"

ODE

CDe

Rh 126

'

1.29

0.0-1-

Figure I
to the Rh types as .R or R' or r. The general oninion t>-f1
the American. investigato'rs is that the terms pronosed by
Fisher and Murray are more con.t'uslp,g and conrp11ca.ted than
the .American types.
Another change which has been nroposea. is that concern ...
1ng the· is.gnostic nomenelature of the disease process
involv.e d, i.e., from the old term. "Eryth:r:-oblas-tosis Foetalis" to
the new term "Hemolytic Anemia or Disease of the New
Born". 36 The evidence presented 1n sunnort of the chs.nge
seems to girder the renovation except for one noint exoressed

by Potter. 60 She states that confusion might possibly
-13-

�rise due to similarity to Hemolytic Anemia due to increased

fragility of the red blood cells.

The pathogenesis of the

two con,litions does differ, how,ever, as will be shewn later
in th-i s paner.

Still enother term has been n-ronagated by Pft. eri and
Swartz. 52 They s uggest that "Isohemolyt1c Disease" reule.ee

the old term "Erythroblast-0sis".

Their conclusions are based

on the fact that the -orocess bai ng carried on 1s
isoi:mmnnization resulting in he:molysis.

As mentioned previously, Landsteiner's original communi

crition coneerrdng terminology has been modified.

Th.us, in

order to derive the l')Ossible hereditary s eauence of the

original three Rh genes, a graph will be f.or.med which shows
t· e -possible modes of inheri tance ..-.atterns.

( see Figure II)

Rh"

Rb,O

Rh'
(Rh' 0 Rh" ){Rh' )
0

0

Rh'Rh"

Rh ..,

..

Rh"

(Rh" 0 )

Figure II
In 1�41 t.a.ndstefner and Weiner 61 presented their con-

cention as to the means whereby an Rh �egative individual

m1ght be eonceived.

It was stated that if' both of the

pa.rents are Rh negative, i.e., rr X rr, or if one narent

be negative and the other b.et-erozygous nositive t 1. e., rr

X rR, or if both n.a rents are heterozygous nositive,

i.e.� Rr X Br, t: en an Bh negative o:f'f'snring might occur.

1owever, i t is defi nitely ':nown that the nositive types
nredominate BO and this can readi ly be understood by ob

serving the incidence of' the nositive groups as conmared

with the negative groups.

For example, in our nrivate series of cases, we have

observed forty�one Bh nositive babies and eig�teen Rh

negative babies born to the mothers of the potential Rh
incom:oatibility group.

These are the of':fsprifig born

during the .observation of the le.test p�egnancy in eac'. of
the ·,atients of this group.

The general hereditary pattern usually follo•tted was
well presented by Weiner in 1945. 52

It was afforded that

every individual inherits a nair of Rh genes, one from eaeh

parent.

Three genotypes are possible, on.cit., rr, or Rh

negative, � or homozygous� and

Rr, or heterozgous. The

'Oossible comblnations and results would be as in th�
following sum:m.ary:
rr X rr gives
RR X rr SiYes
Br X rr gives
RR X RR gives
Rr X rR gives

all rr ·ehildren
all Rr children
one-half Rr� one halt" rr
all RR children
one-fourth rr, three-fourths Rr and RR.

Still another type of consideration must be made of the
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heredi tary Patterns.

Snyder 68 states that in el.even and

th irty�one hundredths uer cent of all matings, th e mother will be

Rh negative and the f�ther Rh_ nositive.

Further,

it is stated that forty-one ner cent of these frthers
wil1 be h omozygous,

md :forty-six ner cent- will be heterozygous.

In other words, in the eleven ner cent of the merriages that are
of th e potentially incomnatible tyne, five ner cent -olus are
exnecteil to be homozygous ··nd five ner cent n1us are exnected to
be heterozygous.
Snyder furth er stated that by calculation, the exn-eetancy o'f' an

Rh positive offspring born to these counles runs high

as eigh t o:f the eleven ner cent.

Very few or this grou'f) ever

nresent incompatib111ty resulting in Hemolytic Anemia of the New
:aorn.

Considering the �a...milies of Rh incomiAtibility, noten
tially, in our series we ·h ave found, in the patients who have_
delivered within the ne.st eighteen months, that apnroxi

· mateely six and five-tenths ner cent of all the matings

in our series of one-thousand and sixty families were of the

notent1!iJ.ly inconmatible conbination.

However, this

is not entirely an accurate percentage, for five husbands
in this grou-p were not available for Rh typing.

Levine h as stated that one-seventh of all matings will show a
male as Rh positive and female as Rh negative. 22
As has been nreviously mentioned, the confusion arising

in tl e genetic field of the Rh Factor makes for considerable
-16-

nr!l'b,i·- 11 ity.

mi-is ID.ay be more easily oomparable when Bnyder'

s staten.e-nt is \p_o-n.dered. ll-e cal:culated -that irieluding ail
·;:nown bloor' tyoes, some twenty-f'ive hundred an11 sixty
oossible oombina.tions of blood types ne.y be uroduoed due w
tlJe ge:netie di:fferenc-es in -the human.

Secv�ra"l uaners have been nublisneo •:,r,deh r·eter to the Rh

Factor as a nossible exoonent gene"t icolly artd lepally to

nrove er disnrove naternity cases. Ir 1941 Landsteiner
and Weiner '67 sta ted that this fact-or was not nartfcularly

--otentie:1 in exclusion nroeedures f"or na terruty. r,.-•ter,
:L-owever, Weiner and Sonn 51, 39 stated that the heredity of
'bloof' fa1tors is something tha:t .cannot be tampered with

"':)y human hands, and consequently ney serve well in. indentifieation in dist>uted nate·rility oases.
Weiner
Je

i

23

S onn

and

st.:.11 later, ·noth stated tLF t tne Ril ract"or �y

roort:-nt in this ti"eld, but ru�her s�V,.4f is necessary

for eoncl.usi ve proof'.
11, our ovm se�ies or na.tients we uncD'Vered one

rather

Mrs. E. H.M.,

interesti�!- case �mewhat r-:long thi.s line.

a twenty-six ye�r old ·White female, nara one, gre.vida two,
who as was her husb:and, was Rh negative.

The f'irst ehi1d

of this moth�r wa� �ound to be Rh nositive.

The same find

ings were reneated on subse.auent examinations.

Obvf.-oU:sly,

'th.is .fact was not mentioned to these "Parents, the father at
"least ot which was apnaren-tly unaware o-f the situation.

Ano't=her medicolegal nroblem has arisen which revolves
-1?-

about hum.an genetics basically.

Potter in 1946 60 stated

that·the Rh Factor has been the basis for a rew radical

bits of :proposed legislation.

One state in the United

States has nropagated the idea that it should be made

illegal. f.o.r an Rh -p-ositive male to wed an Rh negative
feaale.

In another state, a judge found that ttthe whole

thing (inability to have children because o:f: the danger

of ' emo):ytie Anemia of I:�1 Born) was grounds for divorce".
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As stat.ed ·,reviously, the :Rh Fa.ct- or is im:r.>ortant in two
1'ie-lds generally: 20 one, in Obstetrics, and

t.-w-6. in

latter b..as been t:i.nd. wi.11

dis

transfusion therapy.

The

be

cussed 1.n this ua.-ner only in so far as it ls r.elat.ea to
0

Obstetrics.

! aldahe lS stated in l-$42 that_ "the ette:ets o-r the

Rh-rh dif'f'-erence account -for more

h�n deaths than any

other gene dit'f'erence so f'a r lcnown, and very poss:tbi:y

ror more than all other kn-own gene Ml':terences together".
Le:tl�e et al 27 assmrred tb.at. 1nmiunization of tlie mother
was being stim.ul..ated by the fetus due to fac-:t ors inherited

from the f.-ather, �nd stated that the Rh :Factor as tne
�tiology of: tijis eei1dt tion ,vas very lik�ly. Weiner 26

uresented more f:3Vidence in support .of' tnls in that he found
r
that transfusion tfera,py
gJven to multi,:iarous patients, who

had miscarriages or stillborn .chlldr.en, often -resul.-ted fu
ehills and tever with the first ,int'us16n of whole blood.

Detiiy 5 stated. that he felt that. the genetic dii":ferences
bet.ween father and mother were resuonsible 'for some cases
36

of hemolytic Am�ntl.a, whil� in 1943 Lev.me
related t_hat
the Rh Factor was t>racti'eally established as the cause.

55
This sa me investigator in 1944
prouosed that the Rh
Factor wa s the c.ause of' the :ma.jo�ity of c.ases ot- Hemolytic

Disease, and that nregna,;ne_y is a better .means of! isoimmuni-19-

zation than transf'usion therapy s:l nee it is a s1-ow, steady
stimulant o�er a period of months.
Later in 1944 80 the etiology, as previously -stated,

was proved by many workers including Boorman, Dodd, Molli
son, Taylor, Race, Cappell, McFarlane, Hoare, Langley, and

Stratton in Engl�nd, and al$o by the many American

investigators Lcevine, Weiner, Piamond, Waller, and others.
Thus, at the present time it is generally agreed that

the Rh Factor is the pause o� nanety per cent of the cases
of 1·emolytic Anemia or Disease of the New Born. 41 The
remaining ten ner cent are due to the Hr Factor, group A

and Band O antibody reactions, and other unknown causes.·
To show that these occurances do ha:onen, consider the

case of Mrs. R.O.G. of our s eries.

She is a 29 year old

white female, -para three, gravida. three, who delivered her

last baby on August 28, lS46.

Within forty-eight hours

af'ter birth the baby showed signs of jaundice antl anemia.
The mother was known to be Rh positive and the father's

Rh undetermined.

The Hr Factor as the cause, how�tt'r; was

ruled out by blood studies, and sub�equ�ntly, the mother

was found to have a very high titer of B group antibodies
in her serum.

She was proved to be Type O, the husband and

th e baby were Type B.

The_ baby was given five

transfusions foll�wing whieh recovery_was fairly rapid.
Last renorts from the moth er indicate that the baby is
doing nicely at nresent.

We may say then, that the Rh Factor does have a limited

importance in the obstetrical field as far as prognosis
for living, healthy infants is concerned.

This factor is

important to all concerned in the pregnancy; mother, father,

and fetus, nlus the accoucheur.
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Pathology and Physiology
A great deal of the uatl1ology of Her1.olyti c .Anenia of
the i{ew Born was \:nown prior to the dis covery of the
Hh Factor as the etiolo gy of the condition in ninety
uer cent of the cases .

Since this innovation , however ,

nore extensive study has been made on the nat11ogenesis .
The sane is true concerning the syrrrntoris Pnd comnlica tions of this condition .
Parsons et Al in 19 33

19

reviewed a sertes of cases

in which hydrous foetalis, icterus gravis, and anenia
vere nresent either alone or in col"lbination .
Us.ually the signs and symntoms of the disease in the
baby appear shortly after birth , within two to three
days . 62

A combination of or even a single one of the

follovfing uhenor,_ena may be nresent denending unon the
degree of isoimmunization nlus the degree of breakdown
in the placenta : anemia, jaundice , edema, snlenomegaly,
henatomegaly, annearance of erythroblasts in the peri pheral blood streaT'.l , and other signs of extrameaullary
henonoiesis . 62 Other features which have been recorded
in the literature are lethargy alternating with convulsions ,
da r 1': urine, netechiae in the s 1, . in, unexnlained fever, and
a low blood nlatelett count .

62

Very ty"')ic al symptoms we re nresentea by the second
baby born to h rs . H. S . on August 18 , 1939 , a patient also
included in our series .

\li thin twenty- four hours after
-22 -

birth the baby was definitely jaundiced Pnd had a rather
marked anemia .

fter fourteen transfusions the baby had

regained a fairly nomal blood count and" the jaundice had
disanneered .

This entire family tvas Rh tyuea in the office

in 1~45, where it ·was found the mother v..ras Rh negative ,
the father and two children vrnre Rh nositive .
Sensitization of the mot~er occurs due to genetic
differences betvrnen the fetus end mother , the factor in
the fetus being derived frou the father .

Thus , antibodies

mA.Y be stimulated to forl"J.ation in the Mo tr.er ' s blood stream. .
Levine states that two essential ste'Y)s are necessary for
i soin171nnization in nregnancy to occur :

one , there 111ust

be a resryonse of the mother to the foreign Rh nositive
fetal blood to f".i ve anti bories, A.nd tum, there rmst be
a continual nassai;e of maternal anti - Rh agglutinins through
the Dlacenta to the fetal circulation .

There is still

some auestion as to how the fetal red blood cells nass
into the maternal circulation , however. 36
Betv,reen or through the fragile ·wall of the nlacental
villus the exclrnnpe of gases, water , and nourishment occurs
froq mother to child ancl vice verse .
small and very numerous .

The villae ar:.e very

The nlacenta is very suscen -

tible to effects of tunors , trauma , ano. disease , which is
not surnr ising due to the comnlexity of the organ .

Alnost

every pl acenta shows sone degree of old or new nathologic
a lteration .

Villae are easily broken , giving a leat into
- 23 -

the maternal system , and thus , the babies cells containing
an antiren could pass into the mother ' s blood system and
stinulate the formation of antibodies .

Conversely , the

antibody may return to act on the babies cells produDing
hemolysis . 62 It has also been stated that the antibodies
58
may be found in the ~other ' s mil~ post partun.
S-wartz a.nd Levine 25 described the ty-oical -placenta in
hemolytic Anemia of the New Born as being t h i ck , ederiatous ,
and vii th some evidence of infarction .
Our series of cases nresented a typical descrintion
of such a placenta .

IIT s . H. J . ~ ., uara one , Rrqvida three ,

was Rh negative , the husband Rh no si ti ve .

'11he first preg-

nancy was normal as was the infant after delivery .
second baby was stillborn .

The

Th e third i:>regnancy termina-

tec at eight months on December 12 , 1946 , with a stillborn
macerated fetus .

The placenta was ti~rice nor"'lal thic:--ness ,

was uale on the surfaces , and showed evidence of longstanding inf?rction .

The mother was nroved to have a low

titer of blocking anti - Rh antibodies on December 13 , 1946 .
In 1944 Demy 5 nostulated the basis for the transfer
of antj_bodies througri the nlacenta and at the same tine
nresented a review of other theories on this matter .
Dianedesis was the neans by Vihich Levine felt the transfer
occured.

Demy stated that placental defects were nrobably

uresent due to infarction, and uersistance of Langerhans '
cells.

A third postulate has been nrouosed concerning
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capillary fragility on the basis of vita~in C deficiency .
~·1 ov1ever , no proof has accol:J.nanied the latter theory .
It has been assumed 26 that the Rh Factor and antibody
are carried in the red cells and serum resnectively only ,
end not in the tissues .

Otherwise , the ag~lutinins woul d

be inactivated in the tissues and no hemolysis would occur .
Coombs and Race have studieo the Rh antibody in detail
and have found that it is quite thermostable , that it will
not pass through a collodion filter , and that there is
no electrophoretic surface charge on either the comnlet e
or incomnlete antibodies . 72
The Rh antibodies , even though of a larger molecul ar
structure than ordinary A and B glutinins , readily nass
through the placenta where breakdown has occured .

One

basis of reasoning concerning the low incidence of A and
B reactions in nrer-nancy is associated here .

The molecu-

lar structure is sr.taller , thus Desses through the nlacenta
more ranidly, eouilibrhm. is reached earlier , and neutralizatlon intervenes before her1olysis occurs . 44
Two tynes of Rh antibodies have been found . 44 , 48
The univalent tyne , if in high titer , seems to almost
invariably result in a stillborn infant .

If it be nresent

in low titer , nroner transfusion therany usually fives a
gooc1 result .

The bivalent antibody in h i gh titer seems

to indicate that 'rernicterus will sunervene .
dition ,

e

In this con -

clunning of the red blood cells results in infarcts
- 25 -

I

in the cerebral tissues , as well as abdominal viscera ,
nroducinr; ischemia .

The breakdo\'ffi of cellular elements

results in increased bilirubin giving jaundice and staininr.: of the basal P'.enclia , ·which results in pross neuro lo,icRl netb.olor.;y .

'"ort1mately, t11e :ma,iority of these

ce.ses soon exnire .
Another neculiarity-of the Rh antibody has been des cribed .

It was found that an antibody could not be detec -

tefl in every mother ' s serum who had given birth to a baby
65 22 26
afflicted with :ienolytic A.ner;1ia .
'
'
It was found
that some un''nown substance was a"Dperently coatinP' the
75
antibo dy so that no reaction to tests occured .
.Race
caller1 this the "Incorrinlete Antibody" ·while \leiner tabbed
75
it the "Bloc 1.,..ing Antibody . " Race
has claimed that
only certain Rh tynes are canable of nroducing this reaction ,
nd included in this ~roun tynes R1 , R2 , R0 , and Rz ·
Difrt'1.ond 49 referred to this neculiRr antibody os a
late, mature, or comnlete Anti body , further st1:1ting that
it anuears in an individual only after m.ultinle nregnancies .
r'he coatin/! of the antibody is termed Rn ninhibitor sub - stance" by the sane individual.
Considering further the case of if:rs . IT. S . ( op . cit . ,
pege 22) we see that a third nregnancy was attempted
w:t,ich te:rr'linatecl in a stillborn , nA.ceratec1 fetus at seven
nonths, on J nnuary 1, 1946, VThich vm s surgically evacuated
from the uterus after T)hysi cal examination r-md X- ray had
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revealec fetal death .

In Se11tember 1946 no antibodies

were nresent in the mother 's serum , e:j_ther normal or
bloc~"ing tynes .
It is quite nrobable that the univalent and:bloc~ing
antibodies are one and the same , as probably are the
bivalent and siqnle Rh antibodies .
Hill and Haberl/lan state that in their experience ,
the titer of the Rh antibody seems to be high in severe
cases of the disease , and low in mild or subclinical
cases .

58

The same tv10 investigators found an ti bo,Ues

in the infants circulation with some difficulty .
Page et al in 1946 88 stated that there aunears to
be a correlation between the duration of naternal antibodies and the a-p1)eEirance of Hemolytic Anemia after birth ,
or of a stillborn fetus .
It has been related by Ikeda 85 that a high titer
of Rh antibodies in nregnancy usually , but not always,
means a grave nrognosis for the baby.

He further stated

that a sudden dro~ in titer in late pregnancy may indicate
that severe fetal hydrous may occur .

In addit ion, he

has noted thet ~remature deliveries are a fairly common
finding in histories of fari,ilies with the incortPatible
Rri coI11.bination .
The highest titer of antib odies on the average seems
to be ten to tv 1enty days post nartum , a ccording to David1

sohn 35 in 1945 and Boorman 64 in 1946 .
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The agglutinins

vary, however , some cases never showing a rise in uotency ,
others increase raryidly just nrior to delivery , and drop
just as ranidly following delivery .
A case nreviously cited on nage eighteen , Llrs . H. J . M.,
revealed that the nositive antibody titer which vras found
one day after delivery , was still nresent to the same
degree ten days after delivery .
Another of our series , :.rrs . A. A. F., para two , gravida
three , Rh negative , whose husband is Rh nositive , was
nroved to have a modera tely h igh titer of Rh antibodies
on August 30 , 1946 , three years and six months after the
birth of ·her last baby, which was Erythryoblastotic and
was given thirteen transfusions of Rh negative blood ,
followinr: which recovery was ranid .
Th e post uartum increa se in mtibody titer has been
theorized by Vaughn . 61

He states that probably due to

nlacental stress in labor , there is an intra - nartun trans fer of a ntibodies , thus , resulting in the belated rise .
It has been shovm by ,'/einer and Silverman 64 that
UJll.bi lical blood has a lower titer of antibodies than has
the ,..<',oth er ' s serum in cc1s es of h emo lytic Anemia of the
J:iew .Born .

Thus , evidence is -present that the nlacenta

a cts a s a barrier to the ant ibody .
In 1946 Levine 65 statea that only fifty uer cent of
nregnant mothers , later giving birth to disease0 infants ,
have ac tive agrlutinins in their sere .
- 28 -

Th e reriaining fifty

uer cent have snecific bloc'.:"ing antibodies SU}YDosedly
coating the maternal rec cells.
In a series _of nineteen cases of Henolyt ic Anemia,
Langley and Stratton 19 found a mild aner.iie nresent in
fourteen, severe anemia in three , and hydrops in two
cases .

The drou in hemoglobin ·was nore than normal in

all nineteen cases .

In the majority of their cases they

found hepatic and snlenic henonoeisi s and in one infant
the kidney tubules VIere plugger with an eosinophilic -l ike
I'l.aterial as shown by auto1:)Sy .
Antibodies cannot be isolated

th sinnle tests in all
cases of mothers with Rh diseased children . !:urray 20
1.:'Ti

in 1944 found a nositive titer of antibodies in two of
a series of twenty- five cases, but no !'lent ion vras made
of using the blocking antibody tests .

Docheray and Sachs

24

have nresented four cases in v1hich a high titer of antibodies was found antenatally , but the babies were nerfe ctly
27
norr:ial at birth . In 1941 Levine et al
stated that anti bodies are found in mother ' s sera in most cases of infants
with Ler1.olyti c Aner1.ia .

Hoare 30 has nresent ed a series

of five cases of the disease in whi ch all five mothers
had positive tests for antibodies varyin~ from 1 : 1 to
1 : 32 .
An interesting study was nresented by De Gowin 5o in

1945 ·wherein five thousand eighty-six cases were reviewed

in which transfusions had been given .
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No nretransfusion

Rh tests were uerforr:iea and it was rJroved that only six
and six- tenths ner cent of this large grouD were actually
sensitized by the Rh Factor .

However , many of thes e

-oatients received only single infusions of five - hundred
cubic centimeters or less .
There have been statements in the literature attemnt ing to ulace the Rh Factor as the cause of Pliscarriages .
Hovvever, Swartz and Levine 25 state that the Rh Factor
may be involved in late abortions , but not early interrup tions of pregnancy .
is not related to

1

They further state that the Rh Factor
emolytic Familial Jauntlice , Sic 1rlemia ,

Ectouic Pregnancy , or Hydatid 11ole as an etiological agent .
Consider here our case of :hrs . R. K., who is Rh negative ,
nara tvro , gravida three , and v,rhose husband is Rh positive .
The first nrep-nancy was nor:ml ·with no comnlications .

The

second nregnancy was a Hydatid ~:01e , removed by a dili ta t ion and evAcuation .

r:::'he third nregnancy was norr-ial vii th

no comnlications , the baby being Rh positive .

One month

nrior to term, no Rh antibodies could be found in the
riothers serum.
The incidence of the disease varies in the literature
now available .

J~ature,lly , there e.re some errors in diag -

nosis , a few errors in technique of laboratory tests , but
e.s a whole , nost authors agree as to the n.ctual incidence ·
25 stur1ied a series
0-0 the conai tion . . Swartz and Levine
of t~·,o-hunc,reo deliveries , finding that one baby was
- 30 -

leiner 52 found· the ratio to be one in tvro-68 86
'
hundred - eighty deliveries . Snyder et al
found
affected .

the incidence was one in two hundred deliveries , or one
in twelve where the potential Rr, incormatibili ty existed
betv-.reen th~ husband and wife . r~eaa 85 claims that he
has found a ratio uresent of one in two hundred to three
hundred - fifty births, all tyues included . Javert 26
found the incidence to be one in four hundred deliveries ,
while Belson observed three hundred cases and found only
one infant afflicted with the disease . 45
In our series of cases we have had six cases of Heniolytic Disease of the Nevv Born .

This inclu(les three still-

born infants which were due to Hh incompatibility.

The

other three cases v.rere those of jaundice and anemia of
varying severity .

At the time of this ·writing , roughly

about eight hundred of the one thousand and sixty cases
studied for the Rh Factor have been delivered , or at
least the nregnancy terminated either by r1iscarriage ,
stillbirth, or caesarian section .

Thus , it is seen that

the incidence of the disease is somevrhat hiBher in our
group of patients than nost of the above mentioned series ,
our incidence being one in one hundred and thirty- two de liveries , all -pregnancies included .

Powever , t 1No of these

cases cPme into our survey because of gyne cological studies ,
so that actually , the true incidence in our tsroup of cases
is one in two hundred deliveries .
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This compares rather

favorably with so1e of the above stnted inciaences .
It is felt that some of the nossible reasons for
the lower than expected incidence are : one , the F.tnti €enic nower of the RlJ. Factor of ;,n individual ,,rJ.a.y be 1Joor;
trro , the ebili ty of an inr'J.i viduo.l to nroduce o.ntibodie s
May be negligible; three , the amount of anti£"en entering
the fe"il.Hle •circulation rn.ciy be lo,v-; four , -she onount of.
c:u1ti body nenetrating tbe nlecenta may be insifnificant;
and five , unknovm fPctors in the fetus . 24 , 47
In the --nore recent literature a fe\v corr')licat.i ons
of the disease have been mentioned .

s yet , it is ouestionable that the Rh Factor is relEted, definitely to
Kernicterus and feeblemindecness .

Still , it has been

found in several s1Jrveys that o very high nronortion of
undifferentiated feeble - minded natients are Rh "Dositive ,
whose notl ers are Rh negative .
The clinical and netl-J.olo12;ical features of Kernicterus
are those of lethargy , convulsions, and twitching .

Later ,

the annearPnce of a~athy , chorea , and delayed static move "'1.ents and functions are seen .

There is known to be stain -

ing of the basal gAnrlia by bilirubin , ~hic1 ryroduces
cell dai~age initially, and l ater deflyeliniaztion and degen eration of the nerve cells . 85
.Another theory is knovm

61

vhich states that there

1

.ay first be a degeneration of the nerye cells followed
bv staining 9nd der.iyelinizetion.
- 32 -

...

Hov'fever , most \'ITj_ters agree that more study is ne c es sary of the relation of the RJi Factor to Kernicterus
and Feeble~indedness before conclusions are established .
22 , 68 , 69 .
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Diagnos i s
The diagnosis of 1:emolytic Anemia of the Nevr Born
may be made following several considerations such as
the clinical nicture of the infant , mentioned previously ,
the s~ecial blood studies of both mother and infant ,
v1~ich ·will be discussed subseouently , and the autopsy
findings heretofore related .
Con s idering the maternal blood studies first , we
find that the antepartu...,,_ prediction of such cases nay
be possible by the performance of routine tests on all
obstetrical DAtients
.

.

20 , 45 , 87

L.o st of the literature

agrees that all women reporting for prenatal care should
be Rh typed .

If they are Rh negative , the father should

be Rh typed .

If he is Rh negative , no further considera-

tion need be made .

If the father is Rh positive , further

blood studies are warranted .

If there are other children

in the fl'lnily , they should be tynecl to detert1ine the nos si bili ty of the father being heterozygous Rh nositive .
Another test to deteY~ine this feature is testing the
father ' s red cells vli th anti - Hr serum, for if he is heterozygous he will be Er positive .
In several faJ11ilies in our series we have carrieo out
such a ntocedure as outlined above .

In eleven such families

we found one or nore children Rh negative , which nroved
that a hetero7ygous condition exists in the father in these
cases .

Interestingly enough , we observed that if there
- 34=

vere two Rh negative children in such a fari.ily , they Vi/ere
never of two succeeding nregnancics , but were intersuersed
with an Rh nositive crild .

In addition , after observation

of the chi le of our priri-parous uatients , we found seven
children Rh negative , two of which were tv1ins (op . c it •
ug . 6) .

Thus , six More heterozygous fathers were nroved .

We realize that heterozygosity exists more often than
is indiceted by our series , but without anti - Hr seru.rn
to use as a Diagnostic instnrr1ent for our Rh positive
fathers , we have been unable to vrork further into this
field .
In any event where the I"lother is Rh negative ond
the fether Rh positive , ryeriodic study , of four to eight
week intervals , of the ,-1other ' s serum should be made during the nrenatal course to determine the nresence ofabsence of Rh antibocies . 2o, 45 , P? A rising titer of
antibodies nay , but not a l ways , mean that the fetus v.rill
show sirns of the cliseA.se at birth . 28 , 47 A post nfl.rtum
check of Rntibo~ies is elso indicated in even sliRhtly
ouestionable cases , for it has been found that the neak
of the titer is usuelly reached after delivery . 64
. .Uthough the first diagnostic sera used v.ras stirmlatea.
in guinea nigs and rabbits by Landsteiner and Weiner , it
is now the f?'Bneral consensus of oninion thet hUT11an diagnostic sera is .the best . 1 , 55 , 69

'11his serum is obtained

fro:r.i mothers who he.ve given birth to one or more infants
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afflicted by the disease .

Sofle contention as to the

tyne of serum which is best has been nade , .leiner et a l

39

stetinG that all that is necessary is tbe eiehty- five

R' and R"
T)ercent sera , thourh it does not react to
55 however , disagrees and states that fo r
cells . Levine
routine testin~ in-forensic me~icine , the eighty- five
uercent and the seventy nercent sera should be used in
a nixture .

Diar.10nc. et al f54: have found thot nooline of

the fia~nostic sera tended to decrease the ~otency for
diagnostic ~urnoses .
The -i10st desirable 0uali ties of antisera for routin e
55
testing have been related by Levine
as follows : A
high titer of antibodies should be present , the antibodies
and B crouns shoul0 be readily inhibited ,
of the normal
it shoulcl be free froT'l. other agglutinins exnecially the
"cold variety" , and antigens to R' and R ore gooa for rou tine testing but R1 is not .
l'o ny diAf,n ostic tests for mcternal Rll antibodies
heve been brought forth in the nest fev1 years and all seen
to have a considerable degree of accuracy accordin~-to the
1vri ters .

-:owever , so"T"1e see11 to be usec1 rn.ore universally

thPn others .
The li terat1_1 re universally agrees thet the Rh aggluti nins or antiboaies ore of the "warm variety" , that is ,
they reect better at body temperature than 2.t other temperatures .

6S

·
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It is noted that different tests are used for the
detection of the usual Rh antibocHes and the blocking
antibodies .
rI'he nano.al or usual Rh agglutinins have been detec ted in all of the VP-rious manners dis cussed follovdng .
Weiner 53 , 62 et al first considered the "Bio logic Test"
wherein Rh nositive cells were injected intravenously into
a natient susnected of having antibodies .

They then ob-

served the natient after one hour fo r rise in entibody
titer, color of seru.:r11, end 'r eTrJolysi s .

Too many clinical

disadvFmtages were attachecl to this method , ho,vever.
.

!Tlhe "Tube Incubation 11 test

53 65

'

uses the susnectecl mater-

nal serum nlus 1::novm .Rh l)Ositive cells incubeted in a
tube in a water bath at 37 . 5 degrees centigrade.

If ag-

f'"luti nation occurs, the anti bodies are considered nresent .
A 11 Canillery Tube Test" was introclucec1 by Chown in i.:Vhich
the snm.e nroceoure is followed as for the Tube Incubation
test, excent that canillary tubes are used and agglutina tion checked . 53 , 55
The blocking antibodies are detected in several modes .
53
fuiner
stated that a nositive test for bloc~ing anti bodies means a hi~her degree of sensitization than cloes a
nof>i ti ve test for the usual Rh age:;lutinins .

A "CoT'J.bined

Blockinf nnd rrube Incub: tion" test has been used by soMe
1

for detection of both tyT)es of e.ntibodies, but is a laborious "9rocedure and should be nerformed in the hands of an
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experience<9. technician . 53

rI'he "Sli de Te st" for blocldng

antibodies is 6 enerally considerea the best and easiest
exa~inc.tion to merely determine nresence of 8ntibodies ,
even in the hc'nds of the ine:roerienced . 1 8 , 58

Here , a

:r:iixture of wash ea Rh negative , R1 and R2 , groun O, red
bloo<'l cells are nlacec on a slide with 0 . 1 cc of serum
to be tested, t~is bein~ incubated at 37 degrees centi grade over a water bath .

Agglut ination m8y be read as

one to four nlus , but a definite titer cannot be observed . DiaJ11.onn end Denton 49 have describen another diagnostic test for antibodies in which they nerform the
usual Tube Incubation test and then rerriove the sunerna tent fluid nnd resusryend the remaininr- cells in a twenty
nercent susnension of albumin.

They have found a nunber

of otherwise "negative" tests that have become "p ositive"
by alloninr them to stand at roo!'l termerature for a few
~inutes in this susuension .

Still another exa~ination

has been describec by Co0111bs et al 58 in which an enti human p-lobulin Rh positive cell su.snension is nlaced
,•ri th the serum to be tested .

'This has given nosi ti ve

re8ctions where other tests heve failed a ccording to the
uthors .
Coincidentally , it has been stateo by Boar 75 that
only certain tynes of red blood cells are faun~ to be
coated with the "blocking substance " , these tynes being
Rl , R2 , Ro , Rz .
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The blood studies on the n-ewly arrived· in1"ant are
also or importance in di!lgn.osis.

The finding, when poss

ible, of maternal antibodie� in the inrant's circulation
is of importance, but rarely can this be nerformed with
assured accuraey. 58 The general blood count along with

the blood smear are the most important.

The

appearance

of an unenlained anemia with in two or tnree Aays after
birth is suggestive.

The smear usually will show a rise

in the number of nucleated red blood cells in nro--portion
to the number of red blood cells and white cells.

Nor

•1ally, in the :t"irst day of life, erythroblasts are t'airl-y
eomm.on in the blood smear, averaging one to two per one

nundr-ed white cells. 57

Cord blood the first day shows

an average of five to seven erythroblasts ner one hundred
white cells. 57 Agress and Downey sta.�ed that up to
thirteen nucleated. red cells the first day is not abnor

mal.

Lippman has written that b� :f'i ve d-ay-s post -partum,

only two tenths of' one erytl!rQblast ner one hundred white
cells should be seen. ip -'-J-e blood smear. 517 Another
survey by C9-a�y et al 37 shows that any number or the
nucl eated red eells higher than two ner ten thousand

reo blood cells is abnormal.

It was 'found "Qy this g:rou-p

t'hat reg• rdless of the Rh comnati"bi l_tty, the infants in

•···1eh there were larger. numbers h•·d r- sixty-seven neroent

mortality.

In 1943 Drs. J. L. G�ttgQud. and V. ... filder tJO studied

- . ... r. (

se·-: es o:f .Porty-seven new born infants with reg,.,rd to
the number o'f. e.rythroblasts in the nerinheral blood
stream
and cord blood. This was c?.rried out :'"'t the University of

Nebraska College of' Medicine over a neriod o'f' sev,eral
months.

It was observed by this eQ;OU.P that the number

of nucleated red cells is higher in co ..:d blood than in the
perip4-eral stream·..

In the peripheral blood

ot these cases

the number o:r nucleated red cells varied fr9,ni., zero to ei. •·t

teen.. The average number of ery_thr.oblasts .wi tbin tl:e fir.st
two �a:ts of life was two anrt :t'1ve-tenths :oer one 'undred

"i

i te blood cells, as count.e d on the blood smear.

·�ere was no mortality in the groun studied, and no cases

viith the diagnosis of lry·th�ob:le.stosis Foetalis.

All

at)peared to be iri:rants which ].!µgl:it be placed in the "Normal"

group.

Recently, Race et al ll described a test which is sup

posedly suecific for Hemolytic Anem1a o:f the New Born.

They have injected h'I.Ullan gl-0�lin into rabbits at inter

vals to produce a higk degree o'f senslti-vity.

'!'he serum

of an infant suspected of hayiii__g the disease.

I:f there

from the rabbit is then p:taced wtth the red blood cells
is agglutination, the iri�ant has a positive test.

Thls

test determines it the infant's red blood cells have been

coated w.ith the Rh an tibody, and if so, then presents a
positive reaction.
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Treatment
A.s with all clinical entities, treatment of the con
dition under discussion may be nlaced under two headings:

nrophylactic and definitive.

l'rophylactically, all transfusecl nattents should be

given the correct type of Rh blood as well as the correct
blood g�up in general. 21 Especially is this true -when

the transfused individual is a female and more. esnecially
22
when the women is within the child-bearing period.
It has been further stated by Falkenstsin 59. tnat when
ever any transfusion is given where o:nly type O cells

are available, Rh negative cells of the O group sheuld
be used.

Other modes of nrophylaxis have been.mentioned in
the literature. One author 35 stated that whenever a

women has given birth to one or more infants stillborn

or wtth Hemolytic Anemia due to Rh incompatibility, she
should be advised against further 1:rregnaneies unless

arti�icial insem.inatio� be used and the nregnancr be
by an Rh negative donor. However, Levine 36 recoli'lmended
adoption as an alternative in such cases.

Later, however,

Levine stated that pregnancy might be attempted _by such
families if sufficient time were allowed to lapse so that
the titer of the antibodies might decrease. 22
Still another consideration in families with an Rh
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negative mother and an Rh positive father, is the fact

thgt the father may be heterozygous.

This may be proved

by finding at least one of his offspring to be Rh negative,

or by testing the father's red blood c ells with anti-Hr

serum.

To this.serum a heterozygous Rh positive p�rson

is Hr -positive.

In cases. of a heterozygous father where

the mother has given birth to children with Hemolytic

Anemia, further pregnancies may·be permitted if care

fully observed. However, these cases are rare,, for usually

one-half of the c]lildren from such a narental combination
are Rh negative, thus, never allowing sensitization to
occur. 59,85

\fe have proved several cases of heterozygosity exis

ting in husbands of Rh negative mothers in our series.

For example, Mrs. R.R.T., who is .Rh negative, nara three,

gravida ten, whose husband is Rh positive.

Her history

reveals seven miscarriages interspersed between the full

term pregnancies.

We Rh typed the three living children

and found the first child Rh negative, the second and

third Rh positive.

This -groves that :fr. R.R.T. is heter

ozygous Rh positive.

One of the best nrophylaotic measures as a safeguard

against Rh incompatibility reactions is the routine ure

natal testing for Rh type, and in certain cases, for anti
95 , 45
bodies as previou�lj cited.
:Probably the most drastic of all the nreventive ap-
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nroaches is that advocated by Diamond. 61

y.-e states

that in the face of a rising titer of maternal anti

bodies in the last trimester of pregnancy, the obste

trician should begin to think of either caesaria� sec

tion or medical or surgical induction before full tenn

and after viability of the pregnancy is reached. Other
workers 87, 88 are opuosed to the insu.lt of :prematurity
,vith which the infant is fac ed, stating that "the Hemo

lytic Anemia is (l!lite enough of a taxatio1+ unon the

infant's physical being without adding prematurity."

Closely related to this is the ease of Lrs. D.G.t:.,

who came into our series from another lqcal M. D.
is Bh negative, and her husband is Rh positive.

she was delivered of a normal, full tenn baby.

She

In 1941

On Anril

17, 1945, in the face of a sunnosedly rising Rh antibody

titer, labor was induced about one month before term.

TWenty-f'ottr hours after birth the baby died, the p-ost

mortem revea"ling no evidence of Hemolytic Anemia or Di

sease of the New Born, but death due to prematurity and

pulmonary atelectasis.

�� new tnethod of atte-m:otin� to

decrease the

titer of

maternal.° antibodies is under exoeri:me-ntation at present.
Sodiurri SalicyJ.;ate is being given to rabbits which have

been s-ensi tizea to the Rh Factor.

It has been fou:nd that

the Rh antibody titer decreases after this is given over
·· neriod of ti..me. 2
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Definitive treat:r-ient of cases of Eryt;nroblastosis resolves

itself to the newly arrived baby.

�en the diagnosis is

made, the baby should be transfused intravenously with
Rh negative, group O blood.

This is the consensus of

most evecy niece of literature on treatment the past two
22, 31 , 36 , 82, 69 , 85 :fost writ s tat that
e
years.
the
er s
umbilical vein of -the infant is the easiest· for administration of the blood.

85, 22

It is stated by Pieri et al

62

that at least two weeks may lapse before all o'f the anti

bodies have disappeared from the babies blood stream.

Although trans:rused blood lasts for from one hundred to
one hundred and fifty days 21, there is always some rate
of destruction less than this time. Conseouently, some
workers feel 69 that the transfnsed blood should be con

tinued at intervals until the antibodies have disappeared.
Rh positive cells may then be used i� necessary.

The

amount ot transfused blood given should be.ten cubic

centimeters ner -oound o.f body weight according to Ikeda. 85
In addition, oxygen therapy, vitamin C, and vitamin K

may be helpful to arrest the anoxemia and decrease chanees
of cerebral hemorrhage. 6 2, 85

More severe c-ases of Hemolytic Anemia have been t reated
by Wallerstein 89 with "Replacement T_herapy-." This is

performed by removing blood from the sag_i ttal sinus of the
infant, while the new blood is administered t�rough a can

nulated vein.

�t has been found so far that this method
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is auite satisfactory and leaves �nly twenty-five. per

cent o� the original blood in the infant.
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Prognosis
The nrognosis regar�tng Rh Factor incompatibility

varies considerably due to the many problems involved.
It has been estimated 68 that in eleven and thirty

one hundredths ner cent of all :maIT1age-s, the female will
be Rh negative and the male Rh positive.

Of these males,

:five and thirty-three one hundredths per cent will be

homozygous, and .f"ive and ninety-eight one hund.redths
per cent will be heterozygous.

It has also been calcula

ted that xhe children born to eight per cent of these

matings will be Rh :positive.

However, this full eight

per cent will ·not sh�w Rh incompatibility as reviewed
earner in this paper.

Several other writers have ealculatea the frequeney

of Rh incompatibility and -percentages of the two types

of Rlr positive individuals, and each o-r the author's
�igures coincide rather closely with one another.8?, 39 , 33
The father who is heterozygous in tyoe very rarely has
a child or children who are afflicted with the disease

under discussion.

Thus, the mother is very rarely sen ...

s itized by isoimmunization.

The prognosis also bears a relation to the mother's
85
capability o:f being sensitized. Ikeda
believes that

only one in twenty-five Rh negative women are cana.ble of
65
being isoitmnunized by the Rh Factor. Levine and Waller

have stated that of all Rh negative women who become
sensitized, fifty ner cent will have nonnal anti-Rh

agglutinins , the other :fifty ner cent will have

blocking antibodies, the latter of which seems to bear
a more unfavorable prognosis.

The routine prenatal testing, mentioned previously,

nresents a more favorable nrognostic outlook for these

cases, :for -preparation can be made well in advance of'

a suspected infant's birth so that correct therapy may be
instituted immediately.

However, it has been definitely

proved that even though antibodies are found in the mater
nal serum, the prognosis need not be grave-; in fact, the

infant after birth may show absolutely no cllnlca1 or
laboratory evidenee of Hemolytic .Anemia. 24 Other

writers attempt to discredit this statement by present

ing series of cases in vmioh high Rh antibody titers wer�

found in the mother, and in all cases.the infants were

born with, or showed signs within a few hours after birth,
of the disease.

35
_
It is also
observed in some cases

that a rise in titer bears no relation to nny particular

part oT a nregnancy.
Page et al 88 have made a rather profound statement

based on clinical observations in which they have found
that if the maternal antibodies appear less than ten
weeks prior to term., the prognosis is out te good.

If-

they annear from ten to fifteen weeks nrior to term, the
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prognosis is fairly good if pro�er therapy· is originated
immedLately after conservative induction of labor.

On

the other hand, ii" the antibodies appear earlier than

fifteen weeks before :t'Ull term, the urognosis is not

�ood regardless.

Another interesting observation by

this group reveals that five mothers in their series,

with minor elevations of antibody titer nrenatally,
have deli verea_ Rh negative infants.

has not been proved.

The basis for t.his

ifrs. K.s., para two, gravida two, who is Ifu. negative,

and whose husband is Rh positive, was delivered of a full

tern. no�1 female on December 25, 1S42.

lier second

nregnaney was terminated by the delivery of a full term,
normal infant qn December 30, 1�46 after a course of

watchful wa.i ttng was outlirred, even though on December

13, 1946 she was �ound to nave Rh antibodies of a titer

of 1 : 4.

After delivery the baby was detennined to be

Rh negative.

'!ost authors ag:ri�e tila.t the extent of the disease

bears a direct relation to prognosis.

An infant with

only a slight jaundice and low grade anemia usua�ly will

res�ond well to correct blood therapy.

One with Icterus

Gravis may respond, but to a lesser. degree and much less

rapidly than the former •

.An infant with Hydrops Foetalis

is practically beyond response to -any therapy, and even
in those cases or improvement reported tn the literature,
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complications have followed response to therapy which
event-q.ally led to death or permanent pathology. 85

According to some investigators, in m�ny cases where

severe anemia is present along with deep jaundice, the
basal ganglia o:f the cerebrum have been stained with

the bilirubin released :from the red blood cells due

to hemolysis, thus, resuiting in a. condition known as

Kernicterus.

This usually leaves a pennanent residual
neurological disorder o:f varying specificity. 46, 69

What part feeblemindedness pl.aya as an end point is not
as yet known.

All factors considered, the prognosis nrust be guarded

at all times when dealing with a definite case of Hemoly
tic Anemia of the New Born.

Irregardless of the apparent

degree clinically, mild or severe, the damage �y be more
extensive than at first is evident.

Thus, �Y statements

concerning the ohild as to the outlook shoul·a be made

with caution.

Ge�e�lly sneaking of prognosis, we may say that all
•

t

-�

signs are yointing to a better outlook as time passes

due to the establisment of. prophylactic measures rather

generally, and also to the rapid institution of nroner

·therapy whenever it is warranted.
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Summary of One Thousand and Sixty Patients Observed
We have observed the Rh Factor in one thousand and
sixty obstetrical natients in our series of case s,
(op. cit. page 5) and ha�e found one hundred and

thirty of these to be Rh negative, or twelve and two

tenths -percent.

To January 16, 1947, of the one hundred and thirty

Rh negs.ti ve women, eighty-nine have t--etinin-ated their
pregnancies, either by delivery or miscarriage. In

order to discuss and analyze the results more accurately
and conclusively, the cases have been divided into two

main groups, priminarae a.rid m.ulti:pa.rae. Ea.en group
will be discussed under subhea.df:rigs with regard to the
father's Rh type.

The multi'parons group will be further

subdivided into two groups, present and nrevious �reg

nancies and their results.

Obviously there are some barriers in attempting to

obtain accurate �ercenta.ges in statisti-0s in a survey

such as this. In a few instanees, the husbands of the
Rh negative women were not available for typin�.

In

other cases, the eb.ildren born l)-revious-ly could not be
typed.

At times, the Rh test was not -perfonned 'While the

new arrival was y�t in the hosnital.

Thirty-tour (3e.2i) �ri�inarous patients have tennin-

ated �regnaneies to January 16, 1947, twenty-nine (85.2�)
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of whi�h are mated to .Rh positive males.

In this group

or twenty-nine :families, nineteen Rh pQsitive (65.5%)

and seven Rh negative children {20.6%) were born, two
of the latter group being twins.

Thus, we have nrovea

that a heterozygous nositive condition exists in six
{20.6%) of the husbands of this group.

We have ha� no

proved oases of Hemolytic Disease of the New Born in

the nrim.1parous grqup, but three miscarriages (10.5%},
all before three months, were observed.

The Rb. Factor is

undetermined in one child (3.4i} in this groUJ).

Four of ,the group of thirty-four {11. 7%) are mated

to Rh negative males.

In this group there were, of

course, no Rh positive children born, while three Eh

negative offspring were nroduced. ( 75%)
was undetermined in one baby. (25%).

The :factor

In addition, we

may state that there were no instances of appearance
of Hemolytic Disease, nor were there any stillborn.

or miscarried uregnancies in this group.

In one case in the primiparous group, the Rh Fac

tor was undetermined in both the husband and the newly
arrived baby.

Fifty-five Rh negative multiparous patients have

terminated pregnancies in our series so far. (61.8%

of the total.)

Eleven oi' these individuals are mated

to Rh negative males. {20%}

There were no Rh positive

children in this small aggregation.
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The previous

gestational history of �his group revealed a total of
twe-n1:i7-two n::regnancies, and of these, thirteen are

The hist.o_cy reveals six mis

livint.! and well. (59�)

carriages (27.2%), two stillbirths (9i}, and one died

shortly after birt1:i
- of Remorrhag_ic Disease o-r the Newborn.

(4.5%)

Or the thirteen living children, Qn"'l.y one has

been Rh typed and we found her to be Rh negative.

The

latest nregnancy 0£ each patient of this gro�p has been

followed more closely with l:'-ega.ra to the Rh 'Faetor.

Of

- e are
th·e eleven pregn11ncies, we are confident that ther

nine children 11:ying and well, 181.8%) and, probabl.-,. ten,
for one patient moved from our city before time for de

livery.

Seven of these children are Rh negative, and

two are 'Rh Factor undetermined. '

There :was one still

born fetus in this g::rou'O, (9".0%-} no misearnet_es, and

no Rh positive children.

Forty Rh negative multinarous natients in cur g�up

d-elivered thus far are mated to Rh --positive :m:al-es. (?2.7'b
o'f: total)

Let us ftrs-t discuss the pre-sent pr.egnancy

in �his assemblage and subsequently follow with previous

restatlo-n'al histories and tip.dip.gs, whi-eh -mll be rather

enlightening,for we have carried out Rh typing nrocedures
on sever&l co�lete families in t1'.J.s group_.
or the forty nregn_aneie.s in: this division, there

are thirty-six children living and well.

(so�)

We have

observed two stillborn -pregnancies (5") due to the Rh
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incoiil!latibility, and two miscarri�ges (5%).

Of the

childr�n livip;g, w-e must hasten to say that two (5%)

exhibited tYJ.)ical cases of Hemolytic Disease at birtn,

but resnonded well to treatment.

I-n one instance, an

infant mortality occured due to prematurity. (2.5i)
(op. cit. nage 43.}

We have observed the Rh Factor in all but three

(8.3%) of the living ehildren mentioned. above.

Twe!}ty

eight of' these o:ffsnr:i.ng are Rh wsitive, (77%) and six

were :f'Qund ta be Rh negative. (16. 5%}

Consideration �houl• 1 be given now to tlle nrevious

gestations in the above group where Rh uositive child
ren were born during the latest uregnancy: whl.ch we ob
served.

A totnl of fifty-five urevious n�egnancies are

records.

Of this grou� thirty children are living and

known_ to us by nedium of careful histories, plus nast
1,vell to the best of our knowle(lge. ( 54. 5%)

We also

observed from the records that ther€ were twelve mis

carriag�s (21.�}, two nremature births (3.6�), one of

which died due to immature development, and one Hy-datid
1ole. (1.13%( No cases of Eryth�oblastosis are recorded

in this group, nor were .there stillbirths, Sixteen (53.3%)
of the 11 ving c:hildren of this group must be plaeed in

the group "Rh Factor unknown", while the remaining four

teen (46.6%) were found to be carrying the Rh Factor in
the ratio of nine Rh positive (64.2%) e.nd: five Rh nega-
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tive. (35.7%)

The previous gestations of the mult1parous gro-qp,

which, (lU�ing their latest nregnancy gave birth to

Rh negative children, totals ten.

We t'ound no records of

stillbirths or other manifestations of Hemolytic Disease
in this group, alth�ugh there were three miscarri::-ges.
(30�)

(lo%)

One premat,u.re infant was also observed here.

Six of' the seven living ch ildren have not been· Rh

ttp.ed (85.?.%) while one ohl.ld was found to be Rh

positive. (14.�%)

I have pr�viuuS'ly cited fottr �ases of Hemolytic

Disease, two of which were stillborn, in the potenti

a+lY Rh

nancy.

ineompatible multiparous group,-present preg
The nrevious pregnan.c ies of this group total

seven,- in which there are six living children (85.�).

One child is labeled "Rb. Factor unknovm" (16.6%), mile
five are knovm to be Rh positive. (83.3%)
tive ch ildren were found in this group.

No Rh nega

One of the liv

ing ehildren in this group displ�yed typical Hemolyt1c
Disease or the New Born, (14.2%) aud, of course, is Rh
uositive.

One stillborn nregna.ncy {14.2%) is also noted,

due to the Rh genetic incompatible reaction.

It may be further stated that we have observed a

total of eleven (27.5�) Heterozygous Rh nositive males in
the 'inultiparous group' o� nossible incompatible matings
in our survey.
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•

Su.ram.arr Q.t One Thousand ru:u!, Sixtz Patients
.
.
I. Tat.al; number nat-ients. oh-s-erved-----------------1050
II. TQt.al ·.Rh ne�tive patients---------------�----- 130
III. Totai pr�gnanefes terminated to 1-16-47 ------- 89

IV. Primipare.e----34
A... - Wi,_th Rh p_c,·stti ve hnsband--29
1. Rh -oositive children------------------ 19
2. Rh rie�ativa children-----------------?
( twins included}
3. �Qscarria�es -----------�-- ------�---3
4. Lemo).-ytic .Ai.se&$A ----------.---------0
.5. J�emo!ytic Disease(Stillborn) --------o
1
6. Rh unknown on child -----------------B. With Rh negati-v.e lmsband--4
0
1. Rh nositive ehildren ----------------2. Rh negative children ----------------3
3. .!isoarr1-ages ------------------------0
0
4. Hemolytic Disease----------------=---5. l '.enolytic Disease ( Stillborn) -------0
6. Rh unknown on ehild -----------------1
c. With Rh unknQwn on husband--1
1. Rh on c 1 ild unknown------------------:l
v. Multine.rae;.;-:.. __50
Present Presnancz
A. Rh neg.liusband--11
1. Rh nos.child.--- 0
2. Rh neg.child.--- 7
3. : ·1searr:iages --- 0
4. Hem.Dis. ------- 0
5. Stillborn------ l
1

P-ast Pregnancy
Rh pos.chi.�O
Rh neg. chi. -1
; iscarr. ----6
Stillborn --2
H emoiirhag,cJc
Disease NBl
6. Rh unJ:n-o-vm --12

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6. Rh un -----io"rn ----- 3

B. Rh pos.husband--4O

I.Rh pas.eh.-- 9
2.Rh neg.oh.-- 5
1. Bh positive ehild.--28-�_ 3.Stillborn -- O
-- 4.: lem. Dis.---- 0
- 5. liscarria,e-12
5.Hy�tid hl.-- 1
· ? .Preinat.----- 2
8.Rh unknown -16

1. Bh nos_.eh.-2. Rh- neg. ch.3. Stillborn -2. Rh negative �hild.-- 6-- 4..l leri.. Dis.---5.; .isca::--riPre6.Prem.e:t. ----� - Rh unknown-f 1. Rh unknown--------3. - risca�iages
2
2. i scarria ,,. e-

I.

(see reverse si�e)

l
0
0
05
l
6

4
2

P:re.sent P�naney

4; .P.�t-re- -- I ----
�:l"lrlrm'·� :-a r��
A ,�leet:a s·1:s)

11-. st't"l:'l:uorn----- - -- 2
6. Rh on Chil<'tilrikhewn

3

1. Rh ,;,og. eh.�- Rh neg. ch. 3.Bh U]lf{n0Wl14. r; em. Dis. --5. Still4'orn 5. �-:i. sea-P-r. ---

5
O
l
O
0
o

7.Prem&t.---- o

Summary

1.

2.

The history and

metarn.or.ph�sis of the .Rh Factor have

been d-iscussed, followed by a re.view of" the
hereditary

and genetioal aspects of the subject.

Important points have been stated with rega.-rd to

etiology, pathology, and diagnosis of Hemolytic
Disease of the N ew Born. (Erythroblastosis)

3.

The latest concepts of therany of this disease have
been reviewed.

4.

A resume of one tho usand and sixty ner·eonal1y ob
serve d cases has been outlined and �resented as
simply and accurately as possible.
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Conclusions
1.

It is my contention that overemnhasis on the Rh

Fact-or, as a cause f or stillborn i nfan ts and for

diseased new born babies, has been made to the laity
through various neriodicals and newspaners.

EsJ;,eoi

ally has this been true the nast twelve months.

I

do not say that false statements have been disnlayed,

but my feeling is the.t the au�hors of "scare-all"

rticles do not delve adeauAtely into the true r�cts

2.

to nroduce comnetent reading matter on the Rh Factor.
Routine Rh Factor testing shoul,' be established uni
versally in all transfusion therapy and in

trical uatients.

11 obste

3 • . All .Rh negative obstetrical natients should have

further observation in two modes: one, the husband
should be Rh typed.

laboratory

\ror}r

If he is Rh negative no further

is necessary.

If, however, he ·is

Rh positive and there are other children in the family,

they too shoulil be typed to .-:ttemnt nroof of a hetero

zygous Rh positive father; two, the mother should
have periodic studies made on her blood (serum},

starting at five to six montns of the gestation, to

determine the nres ence or absence or Rh antibodies.

4.

·,1th regard to therapy, it seems to me that the

majority of the investigators �ollow a conservative
-55-

na:th in their work.

The hi.<·: incidence of fetal !l.ortal

ity in premature infants does not seem to ,;,arrant in

duction of labor or caesArian section a:rter "viability",
when the mother has a high, rising antibody titer.

It seems more logical to adont a nrogram of watchful

waiting and be ready withthe nroner transfusion therapy

:ror the baby, s hould signs of' Hemolytic Disease develo1:>.

5.

Once Rh tyoing is started in an office or hosnital, a

complete and accurate Rh "Yamily Tree" should be main

tained for future reference in transfusions and nreg
nancies.
5.

·There should · be no law which .states that an "Rh nega
tive female cannot wed an Rh nosit1ve_male", for the

incidence of Rh incomnatibility reactions is far too
small f'-o r sueh ,dra9:tic measures.

7.

The next sten is to develon and ner'f'ect a met 1 od of

nrophylaxis · l1ereby the mother may be "desensitized"

to tlie antibody stimulant so that heI110lysis of the

reo bloo cells will not occur in the fetus.
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